PhysioDoloris: a monitoring device for analgesia / nociception balance evaluation using heart rate variability analysis.
Continuous Analgesia / Nociception balance evaluation during general anesthesia could be of precious help for the optimization of analgesic drugs delivery, limiting the risk of toxicity due to the use of opioid drugs, limiting the risk of post operative hyper algesia, and, probably, reducing time of recovery after surgical procedure. Heart Rate Variability analysis has been shown in several studies to measure the Autonomic Nervous System tone, which is strongly influenced by anesthetic drugs. Recording RR series during general anesthesia enabled us to observe that the Respiratory Sinus Arrhythmia pattern changed when a surgical stimulation was painful, even though the patient was not conscious. We have previously developed and evaluated a pain / analgesia measurement algorithm based on the magnitude analysis of the respiratory patterns on the RR series. In this paper, we present the development of a monitoring device (PhysioDoloris), based on the previously described technology, giving in real time an Analgesia Nociception Index (ANI) which can be used during general anesthesia in order to give to the anesthetist, a complementary tool for optimized drug delivery.